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ABSTRACT 
Given two polynomials a(X) and b(A) expressed in generalized form (i.e. relative 
to a given orthogonal basis), it is shown how the complete set of euclidean remainders 
can be determined, also in generalized form. The computational scheme involves 
reducing the matrix b(A), where A is the comrade matrix associated with a( A), by 
elementary row operations to a quasitriangular form. As a by-product, solutions to a 
set of linear congruences are also obtained. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider two polynomials in generalized form: 
a(X)=p,(h)+a,p,-,(A)+ .-- +andA), 
WV = hAI( b,Pm-,(Q+ . *. + &$,0)~ 
(14 
0.2) 
where the basis is a set of orthogonal polynomials {p,(A)} satisfying the 
standard relationships 
POW = 1, p,(A) = qh +P1, 
Pi(X)=(aiX+Pi)pi-l(h)-Yir)i-B(h), i > 2, 0.3) 
with (Y~ > 0, yi > 0. It can be assumed without loss of generality that b, + 0 
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and m < n. Euclid’s algorithm is defined by 
T-l(‘) = Qi(x)l;:(x)+ ri+l(h)2 i=o,1,2 )..., (1.4) 
where r_,(X)=a(X) and r,(A)=b(A). The polynomials ri(X) are the 
euclidean remainders generated by a(X) and b(X). The main purpose of this 
paper is to present in Section 2 a procedure for computing these remainders 
in generalized form, without at any stage converting polynomials into power 
form. In addition, the solution of an associated set of linear convergences can 
be obtained (Section 3) with little extra effort. The results to be described are 
a continuation of previous work [3-61 using matrix methods for manipulating 
generalized polynomials. This includes determining: the quotient and 
remainder on division of (1.1) by (1.2); the greatest common divisor of (1.1) 
and (1.2); their product; and the solution of a diophantine equation. The 
initial step throughout is to introduce the comrade matrix 
whose characteristic polynomial is a(X)/(a,a, * . * an), where a(A) is defined 
in (1.1). When oi = 1, pi = 0, yi = 0 Vi, then A reduces to a companion 
matrix, but the corresponding polynomials (1.3) become just p,(X) = x’, 
which do not constitute an orthogonal set. The procedure relies on construct- 
ing the matrix 
b(A)=b,p,(A)+b,p,_,(A)+ ... +b,J, (1.6) 
where I denotes the unit matrix of order n. It is a standard property [2, 
p. 3891 of the matrix b(A) that its rows pi,. . . , pn are given by 
pl= [b,,,, bm_l,..., b,,O,...>Ol (1.7) 
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and succeeding rows satisfy the recurrence relation (1.3), namely 
~i=~i-l(cr,-lA+pi-l’)-Yi-lpi-,, i=2 ,**.,n, (1.8) 
with PO = 0. 
2. EUCLIDEAN REMAINDERS 
Introduce a notation Iike that of B&her [8, p. 1901: 
~bbll = Xl? [[X,>XZll =x,x,+1, 
[[ x1Fx2~x3,***?xi]] = [[X1,x2,,***,xi-,]]ri 
+[[q,~2,...,~i-21]r i>,3. (2.1) 
Then the euclidean remainders defined by (1.4) are given by [8] 
5co) = ( -~>“-‘[[91(~)~92(~)y...19~-l(~)ll~(~) 
+( -1)~[I9~(X),91(X)~...79tl(X)llb(X). (24 
Replacing X by A in (2.2) and appealing to the Cayley-Hamilton theorem 
produces 
where 
~(4 = (- l)kQ,(A)b(A), (2.3) 
Qk@) = [hdx>, dx),**., 9k-dx>]], k>l. (2.4) 
Assume now that the sequence of remainders is regular, i.e. the degrees 
reduce by one at each step, so that we can write 
rk@) = rkl%-k(A)+ rk,P,-&i(~)+ *. . + rk,,&+i&(h), (2.5) 
for k = 1,2,3 ,..., with r,, # 0. Relaxation of the regularity condition wilI be 
discussed later. Since 9a(X) has degree n - m ( = t, say) and each subsequent 
9i(X) has unit degree, it follows from (2.4) and (2.1) that Qk(X) has degree 
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t + k - 1, so we can write 
t+k 
Qk(‘) = c qkjPt+k-j(‘) 
j=l 
(2.6) 
with qk. Z 0 Vk. Using expressions like (1.7) for the first rows of Tk(A) and 
Qk(A), then equating the first rows on either side of (2.3), we have: 
THEOREM 1. The coefficients of the regular set of remainders defined by 
(1.4) satisfy the relationships 
bk,nr- k+_l>...>*kl, 0 ,..., o] = ( - l)k[9k,t+k ,..., 9kl&.70]b(A). c2.7) 
It is not necessary to determine the 9ij in (2.7) in order to find the 
desired coefficients rij. As in 131, reduce the matrix 
X = [b(A), I] > 
by elementary row operations to the form [Yr, Y,], in which Ys is lower 
triangular with a unit principal diagonal, and Yr has the quasitriangular form 
Yrn ;,, t
Y,= yll 
[ I 21 0 m (2.8) 
where Yra is also lower triangular and Y,, is upper triangular relative to the 
secondary diagonal (when t = 1, Y, is itself upper triangular in this sense). 
This reduction of X is equivalent to the factorization 
Y,b( A) = Y,. (2.9) 
Note that as a consequence of (1.7) and (1.8) it easily follows that the last 
t - i elements in pi are zero, i = 1,2,. . . , t, so in fact (although not pointed 
out in [3]) the first t rows of Yr can be taken as the first t rows of b(A). 
Denote the elements of Y, and Y, by xii and yij respectively. Equating rows 
t + k on either side of (2.9) gives 
bt+k,l, Yt+k,2,.**,1t0~*.‘r 01 b(A) 
= Lx t+k,lF**'T %+k,m-k+l, ,.**,“l. 0 (2.10) 
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Comparison of (2.7) and (2.10) reveals that the coefficients in (2.5) are given 
bY 
rkj = ( - 1)k9klxt+k,m-k-j+2y j=l ,...,m-k+l. (2.11) 
In fact we can establish: 
THEOREM 2. The kth euclidean remainder is given by 




‘ktx)= c ‘t+k,jPj-I(‘) (2.13) 
j=l 
with rOl = b,. 
Proof. It remains only to determine the expression (2.14) for qkl 
[ = p(n, m, k)], the leading coefficient of Qk(X) in (2.6). Substitution of 
(2.11) into (2.5) then produces (2.12). 
Firstly, notice that from (2.4) and (2.1), the highest degree term in &(A) 
is equal to that in the product 9*(X)9XA). . . 9&,(X). Next, by virtue of the 
definition (1.3), the coefficient of X in p,(h) is (Y~cY~. . . ai. If we now set 
i = 0 in (1.4) to obtain 
a(X) = dh)b(h)+ rdh), (2.15) 
then equating coefficients of A” in (2.15) gives 
(Y1cY.2. * . ci, = 9;cQ. . . a,bOal. . . a,,,, (2.16) 
where 90(X) = 9$4(h) + . . . . The leading coefficient of Q,(h) is therefore 
(2.17) 
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which verifies (2.14) for k = 1. By the assumption of regularity, at each 
subsequent step in (1.4), gi(X) has degree one. The case i = 1 in (1.4) gives 
and equating coefficients of X” produces 
boo, * * . a, = d~‘or,W,%~ * . %- 1 
using (2.5) with k = 1, and writing 9j(X) = 9,0p,(X) + 
b,,am/arrrr, and multiplying this by (2.17) gives 
. . Hence 9; = 
(2.18) 
On considering (2.4) and (2.6) with k = 2 we obtain 
(9sipt+i + . *. ) = (9&, + * ‘. )(91oP, + . . . 
whence 9s~ = 900910”J”t+ 1, which when combined with (2.18) gives the 
expression (2.14) with k = 2. Continuing this procedure, it is easy to obtain 
9: = 
Tk-1,1%x-k+l (Y:-19004;* *. 9;_i 
3 9kl = (2.19) 
l.klal at+lat+Z’ ” %+k-1 
It then follows from (2.19) that 
l.k-2 1 %-k+Z qkl = I ____ 
*k-l,, %+k-1 
qk-1,l 
which produces the required expression (2.14). B 
COROLLARY 2.1. Zf the last p rows of Y, are identically mo, then the 
last rwnzero row of Y, produces a g.c.d. x,_,(h), of degree p, given by 
(2.13). 
REMARK 1. The result in the corollary was first derived in an equivalent, 
but less useful form in [l]. 
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REMARK 2. When the polynomials are in power form, then the matrix A 
in (1.5) reduces to a companion form C with the coefficients of a(X) along 
the bottom row. The recurrence relation (1.8) between the rows of b(C) 
becomes simply pi = pi _ ,C. 
EXAMPLE 1. Choose as the basis the Legendre polynomials, for which 
the coefficients in (1.3) are 
2i - 1 i-l 
(y.=-, pi=o, yi=- I i i ’ 
i>,2 
and cxl = 1, PI = 0. Let the polynomials (l.l), (1.2) be 
so that t = 1. The comrade matrix for a(h) is 
01 
A=;, ! “0 
0 0 
g 
G -91 0 
21 0 a> 1 () 5 
and by (1.8) the rows of b(A) are 
~2 = PIA, ~3 = :P~A - :PI> ~4 = 5~3~4 - 5~2 
with p1 given by (1.7). We obtain 
X = [b(A), I] 
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which after the row operations 
(row 2) +3(row l), (row 3) f Tj(row l), (row 4) - T(row l), 
(row 3) + s(row 2), 
becomes 
(row 4) + 
fi 3 2 2 -5 1 
70 5 10 -55 
m 40s 14 44 o3 
0 
0 
13225 .?+I () 0 0 
y, 
24 
1 y(row 2), (row 4) - $$(row 3 ) 
1 0 0 0 1 









By (2.12) and (2.13) the first euclidean remainder is 
Q(X)= -P(4,3,1)[ -~Pz(X)+lOp,(A)+~‘p,(X)], 
and &4,3,1) = a1+a3a4/b0a1a2a3al = z, so that rI1 = - i( - y) = 5. 
Next, we have 
c?(h) =dL3~2)[%d~) + +%%I(~)] 
and 
a1(y2a3a4 2 
~(4,3,2) = =- 
~11~1~2~1~2 33 ’ 
so that r,, = $(2) = $j$. Finally, 
r3(X) = - /.l(4,3,3)( -Y) 
“1”Za3”4 13225 = .- 
r21alala2a3 54 
2240315 
= 2916 * 
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To close this section, briefly consider the case when the set of remainders 
ri( X) is not regular. Suppose that at some stage in the construction of b(A) 
using (1.8) a row (the sth, say) is encountered having 
with r < n - s, so that in particular there is a zero element on the secondary 
diagonal. It follows from (1.8) that ps+r has at least one fewer zero entry in 
its “tail” than does p,. Thus by repeatedly applying (LB), eventually a row is 
encountered having a nonzero element in column n - s + 1. This row is 
interchanged with ps, enabling the reduction of b(A) to be performed as 
described previously. A simple example for two polynomials in power form 
will help to clarify the argument. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider 
a(X)=A5+2X4+4X3+7h2+X+5, 
b(X) = x4 +2h3 +4x2 - x +3, 
for which A is a companion matrix C, and using Remark 2 we obtain 
I 3 -1 4 2 1 -5 2 -8 0 0 b(C)= 0 -5 2 -8 0 . (2.21) 
0 0 -5 2 -8 
40 8 56 27 18 
I 
The offending row in (2.21) is the second (s = 2), and the third row has a 
nonzero entry in the fourth column. The second and third rows in (2.21) are 
therefore interchanged, and the reduction can then be carried out as before, 
to end up with 
(2.22) 
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Starting now with the third row in (2.22) Theorem 2 gives 
rich)= -(-8A2+2h-5)=8X2-2h+5, 
1 5581 44648 
rs(h) = - .-=- 
’ - 91/64 728 8281 
Notice that for power form polynomials, the scaling factor in (2.14) 
reduces to p( n, m, k) = l/rk_ i. 
In general, if p, + 1 is interchanged with p,, then there wiU be a difference 
in degrees of I+ 1 in the appropriate remainders. 
3. LINEAR CONGRUENCES 
Clearly, the matrix Ya need not be recorded if only the remainders are 
required. However, the rows of Y, do in fact provide the solutions to a set of 
linear congruences. We return to the assumption that the remainders are 
regular. 
THEOREM 3. The linear congruences 
yk(A)b(A) = xk(A) mod a(A), k=1,2,3 ,..., (3.1) 
are satisfied by 
t+k 
y#) = c Yt+k,jPj-l(') (3.2) 
j=l 
ad xk(h) in (2.13), where Y, = [xii], ‘2 = [Yijl’ 
Proof. The congruences (3.1) are 
ydA)b(A) = xk(h)+ Xdh)a(A) 
for some polynomials X,(X). Replacing X by A in (3.3) gives 
yk(A)b(A) = XL(A). 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
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In view of (3.2) and (2.13) the (t + k)th row of (3.4) is precisely as set out in 
(2. lo), which establishes the result. W 
I~AMPLE 3. Return to Example 1, for which t = 1. From the second, 
third, and fourth rows in (2.20) respectively, Theorem 3 gives 
+ %h(~)] mod u(X), 
[Pzo)+fM~)+%l (A)]b(A) =EM A)+ %%(A)] mod a(h), 
[P3(A)-~Pz(X)+~P,(h)-~p,(X)]b(X)= -~p,(~)md~(~). 
REMARK 3. It is known [3] that when k = 1 then 
which is a stronger result than that obtained by setting k = 1 in Theorems 2 
and 3. 
REMARK 4. Combining Corollary 2.1 with Theorem 3 reveals that if the 
last p rows of Y, are zero, then the last nonzero rows of Y, and Y, produce 
the congruence 
Y,-,(A)b(A) = d(X) mod u(X), 
where d(X) is a g.c.d. of u(X) and b(h). This result was derived in [4, 51, 
where it was also shown how to obtain the polynomial X,_,(X) in (3.3). A 
rather clumsy method involving continued fractions has also been applied to 
this case [9]. 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
It has been shown how the set of euclidean remainders and the solution to 
a set of linear congruences can be determined simultaneously for two 
polynomials expressed relative to a general orthogonal basis. Throughout, 
there are no conversions of polynomials to power form. The computational 
procedure only requires row operations to be applied to the matrix [b(A), I]. 
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The results both complement and extend previous work, and the author is not 
aware of any other method for dealing with generalized polynomials in this 
way, despite the vast literature on the standard power form case. Extension 
to more general bases can be made by replacing A by the Hessenberg form 
confederate matrix [2]. It is remarkable that such a wealth of information can 
be extracted from the matrix b(A), but the effectiveness of the procedure as 
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